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Abstract
This study analyzes Peruvian Business School students’ experiences with emergency remote teaching during the COVID-19 pandemic. We used the critical incident technique (CIT) to explore the salient factors on which students based their satisfaction and dissatisfaction with their online education. Data were collected through semi-structured interviews conducted with 27 MBA students. The results comprised 56 incidents – 25 satisfactory and 31 unsatisfactory – in the two major categories of Virtuality and the Teaching-Learning Process. This study contributes a new perspective on online education through the analysis, conducted through CIT, of the Peruvian Business School students’ experiences with online education during the COVID-19 pandemic. Some of the most relevant positive incidents included the recording of classes to review them later; the existence of Learning Management Systems to support the development of online materials; the possibility of entering online classes instead of in-person classes, as well as the flexibility with regard to location. The study allows us to determine several critical aspects in the two identified categories that should be considered when improving future online or hybrid programs.
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1. Introduction

On January 30, 2020, the World Health Organization declared the COVID-19 outbreak a global health emergency, and on March 11, 2020, it declared COVID-19 a global pandemic. As the pandemic spread, specific measures were adopted in different locations. Several countries declared states of emergency, including the adoption of measures such as social isolation and quarantine of the population. In the education sector, the pandemic forced educational institutions around the world to switch to online education as the only option to continue providing educational services (Sun, Tang, & Zuo, 2020). Crawford et al. (2020) studied how universities in twenty countries (both with developed and developing economies) responded to the quarantine necessitated by COVID-19 and found “different responses to a complex challenge” depending on the resources available to the organization and the cohort of students attending the organization. Some institutions decided to conform to the minimum measures demanded by the government, while others closed their in-person activities and switched entirely to online education.

This study contributes to the existing literature by analyzing Peruvian Business School students’ experiences with emergency remote teaching during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Contribution of this paper to the literature

This study contributes to the existing literature by analyzing Peruvian Business School students’ experiences with emergency remote teaching during the COVID-19 pandemic.

2. Literature Review

The adoption of new communications technologies within the educational process, mainly for distance education purposes, has opened new areas of research, regarding not only the systematic process per se, but also specific topics such as students’ emotional response towards its implementation. Since it is considered a combined process with specific objectives and strategies aimed to address learning needs, overall student satisfaction with online learning has been studied since shortly after the introduction of the Internet in the late 20th century (Cravener, 1999; Hiltz, 1986; Schenk & Hoxhaj, 2019). In the last decades, there has been a significant increase in the implementation of online education (Kerzë, Tomažević, Aristovnik, & Umek, 2019; Palvia et al., 2018). According to several studies, this increase in online education has increased students’ level of satisfaction with distance learning environments in different levels of education and countries around the world.

The previous literature on the subject categorizes the critical factors for online education into functional dimensions. The main functional dimensions mentioned in the literature are the technological dimension, organizational dimension, pedagogical dimension, e-learning content and general factors. The technological dimension includes the technologies that support pedagogical strategies, learning management systems, tools and technical support. The organizational dimension includes the management of learning resources, experience of project leaders, top management support, and technological and expert support. The pedagogical dimension includes the adoption of learner-centered pedagogical strategies. The e-learning content includes the design and delivery of the courses, the creative content, finally, the general factors include the involvement of the teaching staff and students, the communication mechanisms and trust in the e-learning environment (Lin, Ma, & Lin, 2011; McPherson & Baptista-Nunes, 2007; Sritharan, Deng, & Corbitt, 2010). Likewise, other studies have summarized the critical factors of online education in five dimensions: students, instructors, design and content, system and technology, and institutional management. The student dimension includes their attitude towards e-learning, motivation, interaction and commitment to online learning. The instructor dimension includes their attitude, digital skills, appropriate timely feedback to students and communication skills. The design and content dimension includes course content and design, tools for learning, the
curriculum, interactive learning activities and user-friendly, organized and understandable content. The system and technology dimension includes the learning management system, technical support, technological infrastructure and the reliability of the system. Finally, the institutional management dimension includes institutional support, training and faculty support (Naved et al., 2020).

Among these studies, that of Rahman, Hussein, and Aluwi (2015) analyzed business school students’ satisfaction with online learning at higher educational institutions in Malaysia and found that it increases if they feel the online learning is useful and beneficial to them. Cidral, Oliveira, Di Felice, and Aparicio (2018) studied the individual impact of e-learning in 24 higher education institutions across Brazil and concluded that collaboration quality, service quality, information quality, system quality, user perceived satisfaction and usage explain the overall individual impact of e-learning. In addition, Geng, Law, and Niu (2019) examined the different effects of self-directed learning, technology readiness and learning motivation on blended and non-blended learning processes carried out by engineering students in Australia. The authors found that a blended learning environment is better than a non-blended learning environment in facilitating learning and that self-directed learning plays a vital role in influencing students’ cognitive presence and learning motivation. Muzammil, Sutawijaya, and Harsasi (2020) conducted a study at an Indonesian university that offers distance-learning programs. They collected data from 4,305 students and found that student engagement has a positive impact on student satisfaction. On the other hand, Omar and Hussein (2017) conducted a research on learning satisfaction with students from a Malaysian university and concluded that perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use have the strongest effect on learning satisfaction. Pham, Limba, Bui, Nguyen, and Pham (2019) studied online learning methods in Vietnam and found a positive relationship between student satisfaction with online learning, loyalty and overall online learning service quality. However, they noted that some factors need to be carefully addressed at the outset, including accurately displayed information, ease of access and intuitive organization, qualified online learning instructors, and the quality of course materials.

During the COVID–19 pandemic, educational institutions around the world were forced to switch to online education as the only option to continue offering educational services. The literature states that emergency remote teaching is fundamentally different from planned online learning. Those without prior experience in an online learning environment are the least confident, as mentioned by Moser, Wei, and Brenner (2021). Only a few studies have so far analyzed student satisfaction during emergency remote teaching in different countries.

Among them, Rahiem (2020) analyzed the emergency remote teaching experience of 80 students at a university in Indonesia and pointed out that the implementation of online learning has both positive and negative effects. On the negative side, when professors used very limited online tools, this translated into negative effects on students’ perceived learning; while on the positive side, flexible learning schedules and extra time for exercising and resting were highly appreciated by most of the students. Additionally, this author recommended preparing students and professors for using blended resources, designing a specific study plan for online learning, and providing access to useful digital reading materials. Shim and Lee (2020) studied the experiences of South Korean college students during emergency remote teaching as a result of the COVID–19 pandemic, using thematic analysis; they identified that network instability, unilateral interactions and reduced concentration were students’ most common complaints about the implementation of online learning. They also reported that students are very interested in learning how to use new virtual learning platforms in order to improve their educational performance. At the same time, they concluded that the overall level of interaction experienced by students could vary depending on the professor’s efforts and the technology used. In that regard, they highlighted the importance of preparing a proper environmental environment that facilitates academic achievement by providing better communication tools and quality resources.

Rizun and Strzelecki (2020) studied the satisfaction of undergraduate and graduate students in Poland during the COVID–19 pandemic and found that the best predictors of a student’s acceptance of the shift from classical education to distance learning are enjoyment and self-efficacy. Likewise, perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness predict students’ intent to use and attitudes to distance learning.

Furthermore, Fatani (2020) found a positive relationship between teaching through videoconferencing and student satisfaction, while Almusharraf and Khabro (2020) found a positive association between user satisfaction and the implementation of popular online learning platforms such as Google Classroom. Arisotynik, Kerčič, Ravšelj, Tomazěvič, and Umek (2020) highlighted that sub-par computer skills and high workload perception prevented students from receiving an improvement in their performance. Finally, some studies have studied the effects of gender and generation on student satisfaction with online learning (Shahzad, Hassan, Aremu, Hussain, & Lodhi, 2021; Yawson & Yamaoh, 2020) and found similar positive effects; they also, however, identified criteria that need to be taken into consideration for an optimal implementation.

In conclusion, the literature suggests various factors that may affect student satisfaction during their online education, and especially during the emergency remote teaching experience, and it also highlights potential positive and negative effects. Against this background, the current study uses the critical incident technique to analyze the factors that affect the satisfaction and dissatisfaction of Business School students with emergency remote teaching during the COVID–19 pandemic.

3. Methodology

3.1. Critical Incident Technique

The study used content analysis and the critical incident technique to analyze the experience of Business School students and the factors that have affected their satisfaction and dissatisfaction with emergency remote teaching during the COVID–19 pandemic. The Critical Incident Technique (CIT), introduced by Flanagan (1954), is a qualitative method that collects and analyzes content and classifies directly-observed human behavior during a specific event in order to assess the studied phenomenon (Gremler, 2004). The CIT is used to explore the nature of events and the way participants perceive them, but also to interact with and understand the incidents. One of the technique’s main characteristics is that the study takes place in a natural setting, with the researcher as the main instrument for collecting data about the phenomenon to be studied. The CIT offers some decided advantages. It provides a rich source of data, allowing researchers to identify which incidents are most relevant to them in
relation to the phenomenon under study. It does not restrict observations to a limited number of variables. It has an inductive approach. It does not require hypotheses but can be used to generate an accurate and in-depth record of events (Gremler, 2004). On the other hand, in order to use the CIT effectively, the researcher needs suitable research skills to manage interviews with participants and make the necessary critical observations of the process; otherwise, important contributions could be excluded. Although it has received some criticism with regard to its reliability and validity, the CIT provides rich and in-depth data and the strengths of its processes outweigh its weaknesses (Gremler, 2004). Likewise, the CIT does not consist of a single rigid set of rules (Hettlage & Steimlin, 2006), it is a flexible set of principles that must be adapted to specific situations. The CIT comprises three stages. The first stage is to describe the phenomenon and objectives of the study. The second stage consists of interviewing people based on their relevance to the studied phenomenon. Once enough data has been gathered, in the third stage, the findings are analyzed and interpreted.

Several previous studies have used the CIT; however, it is essential to note the motivation behind its implementation. After reviewing influential work from different authors for the purposes of this research, we opted to use the CIT for the following reasons. First, the CIT identifies and classifies the situations that are critical for a specific event and allows researchers to study outlier incidents (Breunig & Christoffersen, 2016; Padma & Alh, 2020). Second, the CIT’s inductive nature allows participants to be flexible in the way they respond, and also enables researchers to develop new concepts based on the recorded incidents (Bianchi & Drennan, 2012). Third, CIT output could be presented to and straightforwardly used by decision makers to improve processes (Harrison & Beatty, 2011). Finally, the CIT enables researchers to study a phenomenon from a multi-group approach, comparing incidents between different groups (Sura chromatouktonkun, Grace, & Ross, 2021).

3.2. Background of the Study

The study was carried out in Lima, Peru. On March 16, 2020, the Peruvian government imposed lockdown restrictions and a mandatory fifteen-day social isolation period in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Said isolation period was extended several times during 2020 and was expected to continue until December 2021. As a result, the country’s education sector could not offer in-person activities, and all educational institutions were forced to continue providing educational services remotely.

The study was conducted at CENTRUM PUCP Business School (CPUCP) in Peru. CPUCP is the graduate business school of the Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú (PUCP). CPUCP is accredited by AMBA, AACSB and EQUIS. During the pandemic, CPUCP managed to migrate in-person doctoral, masters and executive education programs (approximately 3,500 students) to online learning. In Peru, education is a leading industry and plays a vital role in national development. The significant demographic and economic growth in the country, the growth of domestic demand, and the higher proportion of young people who have completed secondary school and have the necessary resources to continue their studies have generated a growing demand for higher education. At the beginning of the year 1990, there were 49 universities, while as of 2015 there are 132 universities providing educational services (42 public and 90 private). Around 83% of the 80 universities founded between 1990 and 2015 are private. The number of students enrolled in institutions of higher education has tripled from 424 thousand in 2000 to more than 1.3 million in 2016 (National Superintendence for Higher Education SUNEDU, 2021).

3.3. Sample and Data Collection

The target population of the study was MBA students at CENTRUM PUCP who began their master’s programs under an in-person teaching method but had to switch to an emergency remote teaching method after March 16, 2020, because of the response to the COVID-19 pandemic. As the study had an exploratory and inductive approach, the sample was composed of 27 MBA students (6 women and 21 men). The idea behind the sample size was to have sufficient participants to identify the critical incidents that affect the studied phenomenon. Instead of a large sample, this study focused on developing a deep understanding of all incidents affecting the interviewees (Gremler, 2015). For this reason, the sample size was considered acceptable for the analytical generalization in the CIT.

We conducted personal interviews and used open-ended questionnaires to collect the students’ experiences. Participants signed voluntary informed consent forms in which they were informed about the voluntary nature of their participation and the fact that any information they provided would not be personally identifiable, as well as their right to leave the interview at any time if they did not feel like responding. We collected data from August 18, 2020, to January 14, 2021, during which time the students were completing their MBA programs online. The 10 interviews conducted had a duration of between 30 minutes and one hour, with an average of 45 minutes. The interviews included 17 open-ended questionnaires. The students described in detail their experiences with their online MBA education. In order to generate the incidents, interviewees were asked two specific questions: (1) Thinking of the academic aspect, describe a negative experience you have had during live online classes, at any time during the pandemic; (2) Thinking of the academic aspect, describe a positive experience you have had during live online classes, at any time during the pandemic. In order to obtain a deeper understanding, interviewees were asked to further describe these experiences with the following questions: What happened? How did it make you feel? What could have been done to improve this situation? Do you think this experience would affect your decision to recommend this program? All the students provided one or more satisfactory and dissatisfactory experiences. Thus, the data collection phase resulted in 56 incidents. All interviews were audio-recorded with the students’ consent and transcribed to create a database for analysis.

3.4. Data Analysis

The objective of this study was to explore the experiences of MBA students in their remote academic programs during the COVID-19 pandemic. The time gap between the critical incidents the participants described varied from being very recent, just a few days before the interview, to six months previous. The incidents were analyzed using content analysis, which includes the identification of the texts indicated by the students, the classification of the incidents and their systematic categorization into groups with similar themes (Krippendorf, 2004).
Once the information had been collected, it was first read several times to become familiar with all the incidents mentioned by the students. Later, each incident was coded as either a satisfying or dissatisfying emergency remote teaching experience. The second phase of the analysis was to search for the critical themes to gather insights from the satisfying and dissatisfying incidents. The process of classification consisted of re-reading the texts, then analyzing the words and content, and finally, classifying the critical incidents. The satisfying and dissatisfying experiences were categorized into two main themes: "Virtuality" and "Teaching-Learning Process". These categories illustrated the experiences of students as follows: (i) emotions resulting from the emergency remote teaching experience; (ii) confidence in the educational model implemented; and (iii) perception of the quality of the educational service. Finally, all the incidents were analyzed again, divided into subcategories, and renamed until reliable conceptual patterns emerged from the data.

We used the following strategies to ensure the validity and reliability of the study. We examined the incidents separately and classified them as satisfactory or dissatisfactory. Later, we verified the contents and the logic of the information analysis, and a chain of evidence was kept in the analysis. Quasi-statistics were carried out to analyze the information relating to each particular conclusion. Finally, it should be noted that a matching pattern strategy was used in the study.

4. Results

The study identified 56 critical incidents related to the online remote teaching, of which 31 were dissatisfying incidents and 25 were satisfying incidents (Table 1). The most frequently cited critical incident subcategory was the Methodology, representing 32.1% of all reported incidents, both satisfying and dissatisfying. This was followed by Connectivity (19.6%), Remote Connection (19.6%), Professor-Student Bond (14.3%), Professor Preparation (10.7%) and Study Environment (5.6%). The results further showed that dissatisfying incidents were slightly more frequently cited (31 incidents, 55%) than satisfying incidents (25 incidents, 45%). The classification of the critical incidents related to Virtuality and those related to the Teaching-Learning Process is explained below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories and subcategories</th>
<th>Satisfactory</th>
<th>Unsatisfactory</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Virtuality</td>
<td>N°</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote connection</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study environment</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching-learning process</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>60.0%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor-student bond</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor preparation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>44.6%</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Category-1: Virtuality

The Virtuality category includes critical incidents related to connectivity, experiences in the remote sessions, as well as the study environment in the virtual classroom. Eight out of 25 incidents described by students as satisfactory were in the Virtuality category and 16 out of 31 dissatisfying incidents. We subdivided the incidents into three sub-categories: Connectivity, Remote Connection and Study Environment (Appendix A).

Connectivity refers to the internet infrastructure required by students to connect to the live online sessions, ensuring that they have enough bandwidth to listen to the professor’s explanations, access multimedia material, and participate in group work and other course activities. The reported critical connectivity incidents were all unsatisfactory (11) and accounted for 19.6% of all incidents. Students expressed their dissatisfaction about not having the required information on how to enter the virtual classrooms, experiencing temporary disconnections during live sessions, losing their sessions, or losing internet connectivity while being evaluated or conducting a group presentation, which affected their work groups. Students were also concerned about the level of understanding displayed by professors in cases where students could not complete evaluations and activities due to their lack of internet connection.

Remote Connection refers to the factors related to the remote teaching method through the various virtual platforms. There were 11 critical incidents related to Remote Connection (8 satisfactory and 3 unsatisfactory), and these represented 19.6% of all incidents. The satisfactory experiences that were reported were the following: Easy access to classes, avoiding time-consuming journeys, busy public transport and the stress of arriving on time to attend classes (1). The amount of time saved ("not having to change clothes or travel anywhere") (1). The high degree of flexibility of online education ("you can listen to classes from anywhere in the world") (1). The improved communication and interaction with other students (they felt that the shared situation they were going through made the group more supportive) (1). The greater ease of expressing themselves and participating in classes through virtual media (students said they felt more comfortable if they were not being watched or judged for their contributions) (1). Finally, another satisfactory aspect was the possibility of recording video/audio/chats of live class sessions (3). Specifically, the main advantages of recording the classes were the possibility of reviewing them several times to better understand the topic; the possibility of reviewing the topic in case of “disconnection” during the live session; and the option of downloading and saving the recordings as course materials to review later or at the end of the course.

The following statements were identified as critical incidents of dissatisfaction related to Remote Connection:

The stress generated by spending excessive hours studying in front of a computer ("depending on the program’s teaching method, sometimes up to 12 class hours in one day") (1). The lack of in-person interaction for learning purposes ("when the professor and classmates are next to me, I can see all their gestures") (1). The use of e-books on learning management systems (students prefer physical books or virtual books that are permanently available, which is not possible with e-books) (1).
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The Study Environment encompasses the students’ knowledge of the platform used for live online classes as well as the minimum requirements that the student’s environment should have to allow use of the virtual classrooms. The critical incidents related to the study environment were all unsatisfactory (2) and accounted for 3.6% of all incidents. Students expressed their dissatisfaction with the complicated way of accessing the online platforms (especially when they have to identify themselves for security reasons). They were also dissatisfied with the fact that some students had to connect to the live online sessions through their cell phones while traveling in their vehicles or doing other activities, affecting the group work dynamics during the sessions.

### Conclusions and Practical Recommendations

This study analyzed the experiences of Business School students in Peru during the migration from an in-person or blended teaching method to emergency online education. The results were 56 incidents, 25 satisfactory and 31 unsatisfactory, across two major categories we have called Virtuality and Teaching-Learning Process. The study allows us to draw conclusions about several critical aspects of the two identified categories that should be considered in order to improve future online or hybrid teaching programs.

For the Virtuality category, the study concludes that the existence of adequate connectivity, as well as protocols and procedures in case of connection failures, must be clearly foreseen in online education, for both professors and students. On the other hand, the satisfaction incidents related to virtuality must be promoted and incorporated into hybrid programs. We propose four practical recommendations in this category (see Table 2).
The first recommendation is that educational institutions need to be aware that online teaching requires a reliable internet connection with adequate bandwidth. For this reason, they must ensure high-quality connectivity for all professors, but also communicate the minimum requirements to properly access the programs to their students. During the COVID-19 pandemic in Peru, connectivity issues, both for students and professors, were one of the main challenges, due to deficiencies of the technological infrastructure in many parts of the country, as well as overloaded connections and the deficient systems of the telecommunication companies. However, educational institutions must look for alternatives, such as contracting directly with telecommunications companies to provide their students and professors with routers, in order to ensure their connectivity during online classes. The second recommendation is that educational institutions need to establish protocols to manage different situations in which a temporary loss of internet connection might affect professors and students, particularly on exam days. Furthermore, to eliminate students' uncertainty and anxiety, those protocols must be communicated to them in a clear and precise manner, so that they know exactly how such a problem will be solved. The third recommendation is that in order to improve the study environment, online programs must establish minimum conditions for participation in virtual classes. The conditions may include the use of laptops and banning the use of cellphones to access the virtual platforms, as well as solitude during the sessions and the collaboration of the student’s family to avoid interruptions during live online classes, among others. These conditions can help to make the most of live sessions and interaction between students and professors. Moreover, online classes should also be scheduled at times that allow for physical and mental breaks. Finally, the satisfactory incidents from online programs should be included in hybrid programs. Some of the most relevant satisfactory incidents were the recording of classes to review later; the use of Learning Management Systems to support the development of online materials; the possibility of entering online classes instead of in-person classes, as well as the flexibility with regard to location.

Regarding the category of the Teaching-Learning Process, the studied incidents highlight the methodological aspects, the professor-student bond and the professors’ preparation for online pedagogy. We propose four practical recommendations in this category. The first is that incidents relating to the methodology are the most important and demand adequate planning of the educational model, including the use of proper virtual platforms to improve students’ learning process through educational methods based on competencies. This includes the use of virtual tools to make the teaching more dynamic and maintain the students’ attention, the mastery of communication strategies (intonation, speech accompanied by images or videos) and pedagogical strategies (practical examples, development of activities between the professor's presentation and the students' participation). The second recommendation is to provide students with timely and adequate feedback, since this is a fundamental aspect of student satisfaction. The third is that the professor-student bond needs to be strengthened in online teaching. This bond can be positively affected during live online sessions if the professor creates a climate of trust, tranquility and closeness for students. For example, keeping the professor's camera on at all times, conveying calm and positive messages, using proper intonation, and motivating students to participate without being judged, and with confidence that they will be heard and evaluated fairly. The absence of in-person attendance reinforces the need for the professor to create a reliable, safe and student-friendly classroom environment. The second type of bond is the one generated during non-synchronous activities, where professors must maintain empathetic communication, constant feedback, and timely and complete answers, so that the students can maintain a sense of continuous interaction with their professors. Finally, regarding professors' preparation, educational institutions must ensure that professors are fully prepared, both academically and technologically, for online teaching. The mastery of teaching methods, dynamics, competency models, and the use of platforms and other technological tools is essential.

It is highly probable that after the pandemic has been overcome new teaching methods will include blended, hybrid or fully online programs. Therefore, it is essential to incorporate all satisfactory incidents of emergency online teaching into these programs, as well as to learn from the unsatisfactory incidents to improve the educational process.

Table 2. Practical recommendations - Remote Teaching.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories and subcategories</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity</td>
<td>Ensure connectivity of professors. Clearly explain to students the minimum connectivity requirements. Regulate the protocols to follow in case of signal loss, both for professors and students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote connection</td>
<td>Include the advantages of remote connection in in-person or hybrid programs: location flexibility, recording of classes, learning management systems and materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study environment</td>
<td>Regulate and communicate to students the minimum requirements of the study environment for virtual classes. Establish schedules that allow physical and mental rest for students and professors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Lesson planning based on online methods. Evaluation systems that measure competencies. Use of technological tools to support the learning process. Implementation of learning assurance systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor-student bond</td>
<td>The professor must ensure a climate of trust, tranquility and closeness to the student (keeping the professor's camera on at all times, conveying tranquility and positive messages, using proper intonation, and motivating students to participate without being judged, and with confidence that they will be heard and evaluated fairly).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor preparation</td>
<td>Continuous training of professors; dissemination of good teaching practices; pedagogical training.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Limitations and Further Research

This study has several limitations. First, the qualitative approach does not allow the data to be generalized beyond the context analyzed. While the CIT was appropriate for this study, the technique relies on self-reporting and the categorization of key constructs from students' incidents, which depend on the analysis of the researcher (Gremler, 2004). The study was based on the perceptions of students, and it is assumed that they were accurate. In
addition, the sample size was relatively small and consisted of only one Business School in Peru. For further research, we recommend considering different perspectives of the online remote teaching experience, comparing the perceptions of students with those of professors and program directors.
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Connectivity

-Saving time on travel and clothing, more time for learning has led to higher academic performances (time saving).

-Easy access to the classes and the possibility of downloading the class videos. This motivates me to review the theory of the class (easy access).

-Locality flexibility.

-“I feel that my classmates are more supportive and that there is a better communication. This makes me feel very happy” (communication and interaction with classmates).

-“I was able to voice my opinion completely calmly because nobody saw me, refuted or said anything about it. It is great that anyone can make comments without being afraid of what people would say” (greater ease of expression).

-Better interaction and review of digital material. I find this very enriching for learning (review of digital material - 1).

-The most positive thing is the quality of teaching. We can record the classes and review them later (review of digital material - 2). Recorded classes are a good thing. In-person classes should also have these recordings (digital material review - 3).

Distance Learning

-“Saving time on travel and clothing, more time for learning has led to higher academic performances” (time saving).

-“Easy access to the classes and the possibility of downloading the class videos. This motivates me to review the theory of the class” (easy access).

-Locality flexibility.

-“I feel that my classmates are more supportive and that there is a better communication. This makes me feel very happy” (communication and interaction with classmates).

-“I was able to voice my opinion completely calmly because nobody saw me, refuted or said anything about it. It is great that anyone can make comments without being afraid of what people would say” (greater ease of expression).

-Better interaction and review of digital material. I find this very enriching for learning” (review of digital material - 1).

-The most positive thing is the quality of teaching. We can record the classes and review them later” (review of digital material - 2). “Recorded classes are a good thing. In-person classes should also have these recordings” (digital material review - 3).

Study environment

-“I couldn't log in to the virtual classroom, it made me feel like I didn't master the virtual system.

-“Some people listen to classes from their cell phones or in the car, this weakens the group work. It could be improved by establishing minimum requirements such as informing students that they need to be at home and log in from a computer.”

Appendix A: Category 1 - Sample Incidents Related to Virtuality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Satisfactory</th>
<th>Unsatisfactory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity</td>
<td>&quot;I lost internet connection when I was answering a question in the introductory class...I felt bad but also worried because I thought the professor assumed I didn't want to answer the question.&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;I had a problem with the internet signal, and it made me feel bad and worried.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;At one point my internet connection was so slow that it made me feel uncomfortable because I couldn't listen to the class.&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Sometimes the internet connection gets slow, and the explanations or instructions given by the professors are interrupted. It makes me feel worried because afterwards the professors send e-mails with only the deadline...for example &quot;until tomorrow&quot; and I had no idea that there was an assignment!&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;I usually have a lot of problems with the internet.&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;The internet at work is slow because of the thunderstorms in the mine. That situation makes me feel a bit lost on some topics.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;The internet signal is down.&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;When the internet goes out or loses power, the sound cuts out and I feel helpless because I don't understand what the professor says.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;I had connection problems, I couldn't install Adobe, Zoom is better.&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;The internet signal is down.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;My internet was cutting out during a presentation. This was a stressful situation, and I was scared of leaving my group alone and disappointing the professor.&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;I usually have a lot of problems with the internet.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Professors must secure their internet connection, it's essential.&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;Many hours sitting in front of a screen &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                | "Better interaction and review of digital material. I find this very enriching for learning" (review of digital material - 1). | "Compared to in-person business meetings, I use the same approach for the classes. I expect to see the gestures and I value in-person interactions more. Impersonal interactions are not so valuable."
|                | "The most positive thing is the quality of teaching. We can record the classes and review them later (review of digital material - 2). Recorded classes are a good thing. In-person classes should also have these recordings" (digital material review - 3). | "I assumed the books of reference were physical or in pdf format, but they are virtual. I assume they are temporary." |
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## Appendix B. Category 2 - Sample Incidents Related to the Teaching-Learning Process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Satisfactory</th>
<th>Unsatisfactory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>&quot;Participating in classes, motivated by the professors, because I was ashamed to make mistakes; however, their motivation pushed me to prepare myself more and more. I felt very good, because I felt more confident giving my answers, and it motivated me to continue reading. It motivates me to have professors who encourage learning, with real and applicable examples&quot; (participation in class -1)</td>
<td>Some professors think we are experts on the subject and the class advances quickly. It makes me feel that I am not taking advantage of all the knowledge provided&quot; (classroom management -1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;The chat is very helpful for the professor because it captures the ideas of the students, and the professor can make comments on each of them&quot; (participation in class -2).</td>
<td>&quot;I couldn’t write down an explanation by the professor and I felt bad because I didn’t submit the work. I admit I could have prevented this and written it down in time. But I would urge professors not to rush because then classes become short&quot; (classroom management - 2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;I think the professors knew how to adapt to the new tools, they put more Mooc courses in the complementary study plan&quot; (classroom tools -1).</td>
<td>The explanations of the professor through the screen are flat. In-person classes included hand and body movements&quot; (classroom management - 3).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;We had the opportunity to work with virtual platforms other than Zoom, platforms such as Kahoot and Jamboard. Their interactivity and competitiveness positively encourage the learning process&quot; (classroom tools - 2).</td>
<td>&quot;The software used at the beginning of the virtual classes did not encourage the verbal participation of students. I felt that the class was not didactic&quot; (class participation -1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;I really like the group work experience. I feel like I’m learning more&quot; (classroom tools - 3).</td>
<td>&quot;The most frequent difficulty that we have experienced is the lack of order when the professors ask for opinions during the class. Because all the students turn on their microphones at the same time, not everyone has the opportunity to participate. Not being able to present my ideas discouraged me&quot; (class participation -2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;I had a professor who used a virtual whiteboard method, which was very didactic and surprised me in a positive way. He even used colors to differentiate certain topics and explain them. This reminded me of an in-person class&quot; (classroom tools - 4).</td>
<td>&quot;There is a delay in the grading of assignments and no proper feedback&quot; (feedback 1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;The program is on schedule, which makes me feel satisfied with the program&quot; (program compliance).</td>
<td>&quot;As part of the virtual classes, we were supposed to review an entire course without feedback or checking if we had learned&quot; (feedback - 2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;The dynamism of professors enriches the learning process and the course&quot; (classroom management - 1).</td>
<td>&quot;Chat does not necessarily add up or contribute anything useful, but for some professors it is the most important criterion for the Participation grade&quot; (class participation - 3).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;The professors do their best to keep students' attention&quot; (classroom management 2).</td>
<td>&quot;The professor just moved on with the class without caring whether we learned or not&quot; (classroom management - 4).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>